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Summary. This paper is concerned with the involution of the second anholonomic jet prolonga
tion J1JlE of a fibred manifold p: E~> B and with some further useful jet techniques. As an
application, jet prolongations of connections are obtained. These technical results turn out to
be useful in several frameworks of differential geometry and mathematical physics.
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It is well known [13] that the second tangent bundle TTM of a manifold M is
endowed with two projections nTM:

TTM -> TM and TnM: TTM -+ TM and the

canonical involution s: TTM -*• TTM which interchanges the two projections. On

the other hand, if we consider the product bundle p = prx: £ = R x M - > B - = R ,
then we have [10] the canonical isomorphisms JXE ^ R x TM and JtJxE ^ R x
x TTM. So, we might expect that it is possible to generalize the involution s to
JtJxE for any fibred manifold p:E -*> B. Unfortunately, such a canonical involution s
does not exist in general. However, we can prove that the choice of a symmetric
linear connection fc of the base space B yields the result. Actually, the feature which
turns out to be essential in the particular case of p = prx: E = RxM-+B
= fL
is neither the product nor the dimension one of the base space, but just the canonical
connection of R. On the way we analyse several important affine and vector bundles
by means of functorial jet techniques.
The above results yield an interesting application for the Ehresmann connections
(briefly called connections), which constitute the most appropriate unifying framework of all standard connections [ l , 2, 5, 6, 7, 8,10, 11,12]. Given a connection,
i.e. a section y: E -> JtE, it would be interesting to prolong it to a connection
F: JtE -> J^J^E. An immediate idea could be to apply the functor Jx to obtain
Jxy: JtE -> J1J1E. Unfortunately, Jxy is not a section, because it interchanges the
two projections of JXJXE. However, the involution sk is just what we need for setting
the problem. In fact, Tk = sko Jty: JXE -> JXJXE turns out to be the jet prolongation
of y (which depends on the choice offc).Additionally, the curvature of Tk depends in
a nice way on the curvatures of y and fc. Moreover, if we consider [12] a system
(C, £) of connections of E and the system (K, \j/) of linear connections of T*B,
then we obtain the canonical prolonged system of connections of JXE. Following
a similar line, we find the prolongation of a connection y on E to a connection yk
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on the vector bundle J*E = TB ®E V*E. This result turns out to be useful for
lagrangian theories [14].
For the basic notions and notation concerning jet spaces and connections we refer
to [9,10,12]. — Thanks are due to I. Kolaf for his critical reading of the manuscript.

1. INVOLUTION OF THE SECOND ANHOLONOMIC JET SPACE

Our consideration is in the category C00. Through the paper we are concerned
with a fibred manifold p: E -> B. We denote by ( x \ yl) the generic fibred manifold
chart of E. Roman indices i,I\ ft, k,... and Greek indices A, /*, Q, <T, ... run on the
coordinates of the fibres and of the base space, respectively. Let nE: VE -> E be the
vertical prolongation of p: E -> B. We denote by ( x \ y\ yl) the induced fibred
manifold chart. Let px: J±E -> B be the first jet prolongation of p:E -> B and let
p ( 0 1 ) : JiF -> E be the natural fibred epimorphism over B. We denote by ( x \ y\ ylx)
the induced fibred manifold chart of Ji£. Then the coordinate expressions of p1
and p(0i) are xA o px = xA and ( x \ yl) o P(0i) = ( x \ yl). The transition functions
of JiF are y\ = AQx(A)yjQ + ty where A) = djy\ A[ = dey\ A\ = dxx°. Hence,
P(oi): JiE ~+ E turns out to be an affine bundle whose vector bundle is T*B ®E
®E VE -> E.
We recall that, if p: E -> B and p':E -> B' are fibred manifolds and f: E -> E' is
a fibred morphism over B, then Jxf: JXE -> JiF' is a fibred morphism over f. If
( x \ yl) of = (x A ,f l ) is the coordinate expression off, then the coordinate expression
of Jif is (xA, y\ yl) o J,f = (xA,f\ dxfl + djflyjx). By iteration, we obtain the first
jet prolongation plt: JtJxE -> B of px: JtE -> B and the natural fibred epimorphism
Pi(oi): J\J\E -> JiF. Moreover, Pi(0i): J1J1F -> JiF is an affine bundle whose
vector bundle is T*B ®JiE VJtE. On the other hand, we have another fibred
morphism JiP(0i): J\J\E -> JXE over B.
We denote by ( x \ y\ y\, ylxo, ylXp) the induced fibred manifold chart of J1J1F.
Then the coordinate expressions of Pn,Pi(oi) and JiP(0i) are x A 0 p u = x \
(x\ yl> y'x) o Pi(oi) = (x*9 y\ y\) and (xA, y\ y\) 0 JiP(0i) = (x\ y\ yxo).
The fibred morphism JiP(0i): J1J1F -• JiF over P(0i): J\E -> E is affine. Hence
(Pl(01)> ^1P(01)): J1J1E -> JiF x E JXE

turns out to be an affine bundle and its vector bundle is the sub-bundle
(J,E xEJtE) xE((T*B ®B T*B) ®E VE) = JXE xE(T*B ®JlE VEJ^E) c
cz JXE xE(T*B ®JlEVJtE).
Clearly, JiP(0i) provides another affine structure on
JiJiE over JtE.
Lemma 1. Let q: F -> B be a fibred manifold, n: F -> E a fibred morphism over B
such that 71: F -> E is an affine bundle whose vector bundle is n:F-+E. Then
Ji7c: JiF -> JiF is an affine bundle whose vector bundle is JxTi: JXF -> JXE.
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Proof follows from a computation in local coordinates.
In particular, we can consider the fibred manifold q = px: F = JtE -> B and the
fibred morphism 71 = p (01) : JXE -> £.
Corollary 1. JiP(oi)' J1J1E -> JtE is an affine bundle whose vector bundle is
Ji(T*B ® VE).
Summing up, we have obtained the following three affine bundles with their vector
bundles:
0 Pi(oi)' J1J1E -+ J\E with T*B ® £ VJXE,
ii) JiP(oiy J1J1E -> JXE with Jt(T*B ® £ VE),
"0 (Pfc(oi), AP(oi)): J1J1E -» JXE xEJxE with
(J,E x E JXE) x £ ((T*B ®B T*B) ® £ VE).
The situation is clearly illustrated by the transition functions of J^JXE
yl = AftA'yi + Ai),
y\0 = Al(A)yio + Al6),
y^ = AlAffiyj,.

+ X^y\

+ A)Qyi + A}^0 + A^) + ^ ( A > j + %) .

We need some further consequences of Lemma 1.
Corollary 2. Let q: F -+ B be a fibred manifold, n: F —> E a fibred morphism
over B and n: F -> E a vector bundle. Then Jxn: JYF -> JtE is a vector bundle.
Let W-+ B be a vector bundle. Let F -> B be a fibred manifold, TT: F -> £ a fibred
morphism over 5 and 71: F -> £ a vector bundle. Then the universal property of the
tensor product induces the natural linear fibred morphism over JXE
x:JxW ®JlE JiF-+ Jt(W®E F) .
Its coordinate expression is
(x\ y\ tij, yl tll) o T = (x\ y\ w{z\ y\, w[z> + wlz{).
In particular, we can consider the vector bundle W = T*B, the fibred manifold
F = VE and the vector bundle n = nE: VE -> £.
Corollary 3. We have a natural linear fibred morphism over JtE, T: JtT*B ®JlE
® JlE J±VE -> Jt(T*B ® £ VE). Its coordinate expression is
(**, y\ yl> y\, yU o T = (x\ y\ x^, y\, xXtlyl +

x^).

We recall [9] that there is a natural fibred isomorphism over JtE x £ VE,
i: VJE -> JXVE ,
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which is linear over JiF. Its coordinate expression is

(x\ y\ y\ yl, yi) o i = (x\ y\ y\ yl y\) .
We recall [10] that a linear connection of B is a section
k:T*B-»

JiT*£,

which is a linear fibred morphism over B. Moreover, k is symmetric if its torsion
vanishes, i.e. if
0 = dok: T*B -> A2T*B ,
where d: J{T*B -> A2T*B is the natural fibred morphism over B.
Let k be a linear connection of B. Then we have the fibred morphism over
(T*B®EVE)
xEJtE
k: T*B ®JlE VJtE -> Ji(T*B ® £ VF)
which is linear over JXE, given by the composition
T*B ®JlE VJiF - ^ U JiT*B ® J l £ JiVF —--» Ji(T*£ ® E VF).
Its coordinate expression is

(x\ y\ y\, ft, }'l) ° k = (x\ / , y\, y',, y'x, + fc^i).
So, finally, we can state the main theorem.
Theorem 1. Let k be a symmetric linear connection of B. Then there is a unique
natural affine fibred morphism over JXE
sk: J 1.7^LL

of the two affine bundles pii0i):
that

J1JiE

• «/i.Jii_.

-^ JXE and J1pi01):

J1J1E -^ JYE such

i) sk o sk = id,

ii) Dsk = k.
The coordinate expression of sk is
(x*> y\ yl, yio> yU o sk = ( x \ y\ ^ 0 , yl y^ + k;,(ylv - ylx0)) .
Proof. Existence: The above coordinate expression does not depend on the choice
of the chart ( x \ yl) of E, hence it yields a global and natural fibred morphism. In
fact, the following relations hold

% o sk = %o = KWyio + K) = AlW* °s* + ^)>
yio o sk = j ; ; = A;;(Ax + Al) = Aft^
o sk + A;),
yi„ ° sfc = yU + Kit* - Ko) =
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= AXAlfflyi, + Ke{y{ - yJv0)) + A^y*
+ A^yi + A'ea) + Ayftyio
= AfAKA'jy^ +
+ AuA>:

Aikyhe0yka

+ A)^

+

+ At) =
+ A)^

+ A)eyi + Al) +

+ A;)) o Sk.

Moreover, this fibred morphism satisfies the conditions i) and ii).
Uniqueness. If sk exists, then its coordinate expression is (xA, >•', y^, y'M, y')t,) o
o s* = (*A. y', .vjo. y\, y'U + k\„(yi - y{0) + t'Xll), where t is a section t: E ->
-* A2T*B ®E VE. Then the naturality yields t = 0, QED.
Clearly, sk: J^XE -» JtJtE turns out to be also an affine fibred morphism over
JjE x £ Jj£. Hence it makes the following diagram commutative
JlJ1E
(Pl(01)>

(•!li>(01)> Pl(Ol))

IlP(Ol))

JXE X £ J!F
and its fibre derivative is
Ds*: (T*B ®B T*B) ® £ VE -> (T*B ®B T*B) ® £ VE ,
: u ® v ® vv —
I > v ® u ® w.
Remark 1. In the particular case when p = prt: E = R x M - > B = R and k
is the canonical connection of R, we obtain [10] the canonical involution
s = sk: JtJtE = R x TTM -> J^E

= R x TTM .

We recall [10] that the sesquiholonomic second jet prolongation of p: E -> B is
32E = Ker (j>1(01) - Ji^on): JJxE -> T*B ® £ VE . .
J2E turns out to be an affine sub-bundle of JiJiF over JXE (with respect to the both
projections), whose vector bundle is
JXE x £ ((T*B® B T*B)® £ VE).
In other words, 32E is the pull-back bundle induced by the commutative diagram
J2E

JXE —

* J1J1E

-> J\E x £ J^E

Moreover, we recall that the holonomic second jet prolongation J2E of p: E -* B
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is an affine sub-bundle of J2F, whose vector bundle is
JtE xE(S2T*B

®E VE) c JXE xE((T*B

®B T*B) ®E VE).

Then we have [10] the canonical affine splitting over JXE
J2E = J2F ®JlE(A2T*B

®E VE) .

This splitting has an important role in the study of the curvature of connections
[10,12]. The coordinates induced on J2£ and J2F are (xx, y\ y\, y\^) and (xx, y\
y1^ yl/i)? k = A*- They turn out to be adapted to the above structures.
We remark that the restriction of sk to J2F c JXJXE does not depend on the choice
of k and turns out to be the canonical involution
s: J2F = J2F ® (A2T*B ®E VE) -> J2F = J2F © (A2T*B ®E VE)
: (a, a) }-> (o,

-a).

2. THE FIRST JET PROLONGATION OF A CONNECTION

We recall [10,11, 12] that a connection on p: E -» B is a section y: E -> JXE.
Its coordinate expression is y\ o y = y\. In particular, y is a fibred morphism over B.
A connection induces the affine fibred translation over E
Vy:J1E^T*B®BVE:

yi^yi-y(y)

which characterizes y itself. The coordinate expression of Vy is
(x\ y\ y\) o Vy = (x\ yl, Vi) = (x\ y\ y\ -

y\).

Theorem 2. Let k be a linear connection of B and y: E -> JtE a connection of E.
Then Tk = sk o Jty: J\E -> JjJiK is a section of the bundle Pi(oi)* J1J1F -» JiF,
hence a connection of px: J\E -> B. Moreover, Tk is protectable over y and its
coordinate expression is

(x\ y;, y\0, y\„) ° rk = (*\ y;, y\, aA?; + a , y ^ - k",X) •
P r o o f follows from the coordinate expression of Jty

(x\ y\ yl, y\0, y'jj ° hy = (x\ y', yl, y\, 3^1 +

d^yi).

We recall [10,11,12] that the curvature of the connection y: E -* J t £ is a fibred
morphism over E
Q = i[y, ? ] : £ - • A2T*B ® £ VE ,
where [, ] is the Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket [3]. Its coordinate expression is
Q = (Sxyl + yi Sjyl) d" A d* ® dl.
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The curvature Rk of Tk is
,

Rk = i[Tk, r j : J x £ -> zl 2 T*B ® J l £ VJtE .

Using direct evaluations, we find that Rk is projectable on the curvature g =
= i\y, y]: E -> /12T*B ® VE of y, i.e., the folliwing diagram commutes
Jt£

^-—* yl2T*B ® / l £ VJXE

P(01)

-» Л 2 Г*B ®E VE
Furthermore, Rk: J±E -> A2T*B ® £ VJjE is an affine fibred morphism over Q: E ->
-> _42T*B ® £ V£, whose fibre derivative
DRk: T*B ® £ VE -> (T*B ® £ VE) x £ ((A2T*B ®B T*B) ® £ VE)
is yielded by the curvature r: B -> A2T*B ®B T*B ®B TB of fc by means of natural
contractions. The coordinate expression of Rk is

Rk = oiMdA

A ^ ®

a, + (jvoA/1 + oAak°A -

QIXX*

+ r^vi)dA

A

d" ® a;.

An even more interesting application is obtained if we are concerned with connections y belonging to a system of connections. We recall [12] that a system of
connections is constituted by a fibred manifold q: C -> B and a fibred morphism
£: C x f i £ -> J t E over E. Hence, if c: B -> C is a section then we obtain the connection y = £ o c: E -> J ^ , where c: E -+ C xBE is the natural extension of c.
These connections y are the distinguished connections of the system. The coordinate
expression of y = £ o c is y\ = ^A o c with £A: C x B £ -> R. We denote by (xx, va)
the generic fibred manifold chart of C. For example, the system of linear connections
of a vector bundle p: E -> B is constituted by the fibred manifold q: L-> £, where
L c £ * ® B J t E is the affine sub-bundle which projects onto the identity section
of £* ®BE, and the evaluation fibred morphism A: C x B £ -> JXE over £. In
particular, we have the system (K, \j/) of symmetric linear connections of the vector
bundle T*B -> B, i.e. of the linear connections of B. We denote by (xx, uyXfi) the natural
fibred manifold chart of K. Clearly, the jet involution can be expressed more intrinsically as follows.
Proposition 1. We have a natural fibred morphism over B
s:K XjtJ^J^E^

JXJXE,

which yields skfor each section k: B -> K.
Proposition 2. Let (C, £) be a system of connections of p: E -> B. Then we have
the system of connections (K xBJxC,E)
on pt: JxE-> B, where E is the fibred
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morphism over JtE given by the composition
K xB(JxC

xBE)~

->K xBJ1J1E

—^--•J1j1£.

The system (K x B JXC, E) prolongs (C, £) and its coordinate expression is
E l = ll

s\» = a^i + n\vi + d&yi + u;,(yi - ft.
R e m a r k 2. If y = £ o c is a connection of the system, then its prolongation F
is obtained by computing only the the derivatives d^c* (with respect to the coordinates
of the base space B), as the derivatives d}yl (with respect to the fibres of E) are
automatically carried by E in a way which does not depend on the particular y but
only on the system.
In particular, if p: E -> B is a vector bundle, an affine bundle, a principal
bundle,..., then the previous results can be easily applied to linear, affine, principal, ... connections, respectively.

3. ANOTHER PROLONGATION OF A CONNECTION
We recall that T*B ®E VE -> E is the vector bundle of p^iy J±E -> E. Its dual
is J*£ = TB ®E V*E -> E, which turns out to have an important role in lagrangian
theories [44]. We are going to show that a connection y: £ -> JXE on p: E -> B and
a linear connection k: TB -> J\TB on the base space B induce a connection on
J*£ -> B. To this end we are not concerned with the involution sk but we use
other jet techniques developed in the first section.
First, we analyse the vertical prolongation of the connection y.
Proposition 3. Let y: E -> JXF be a connection. Then F = i 0 Vy: VE -> JtVE
is a section, hence a connection of VE. Moreover, F is a linear fibred morphism
over y and its coordinate expression is
(x\ f, y\ y\, y\)°r

= (x\ f, y\, y\,

djy\yJ).

Proof. Vy: VE -> VJXE is a section. Its coordinate expression is

(*\ y\ yl y\ y\) o Vy = (x\ y\ yl y\

d^y).

We observe that J^E- JIVE -> JXE is a vector bundle. The linearity of F is shown
by its coordinate expression, QED.
Let F*: V*E -> JXV*E be the dual connection of F in the sense of [6] whose
coordinate expression is
(xx, y\ yh y\, yu) <> P* = (xx, y\ yh y\,

-dfliy]).
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Theorem 3. Let y: E -> JXE be a connection and k: TB -* J\TB a linear connection on the space B. Then the fibred morphism
t o (k ® F*): TB ® £ V*F -

JX(TB ®E V*F)

which is given by the composition (see Section 1)
*®T*

TB ® £ V*E

X

• J,TB ® J l £ J ^ F

> Jt(TB ® £ V*£)

is a connection on TB ® £ V*F ~> B, which prolongs y: E -* J^.
expression is

Its

coordinate

( * \ / , tf, j ' i , # , ) = t o (fc ® r * ) = ( x \ / , # , yi, fe^tf - di7{y]) .
P r o o f follows from the fact that the coordinate expression of T is

(*\ y\ 91 yl yld ° * = (*\ y1, y?5 yl *lvi + ^ A O •
The curvature of the prolongation and the case of systems of connections can be
studied in a way analogous to Section 2.
Acknowledgement. Thanks are due to prof. I. Kolaf for his interesting comments.
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Souhrn
INVOLUCE JETU A PRODLOUŽENÍ KONEXÍ
MARCO MODUGNO

Článek se zabývá involucí druhého anholonomického prodloužení jetu JXJXE fibrovanc
variety p: E—> B a některými dalšími užitečnými jetovými technikami. Jejich aplikací se dostanou
jetová prodloužení konexí. Výsledky technického rázu jsou užitečné v diferenciální geometrii
a matematické fyzice.

Резюме
ИНВОЛЮЦИИ ДЖЕТОВ И ПРОДОЛЖЕНИЯ СВЯЗНОСТЕЙ
МАКСО М О Б Ш Ж О

В статье рассматриваются инволюции второго неголономического продолжения джетов
. / ^ Е расслоенного многообразия р: Е~> В и некоторые другие полезные джетовые техники.
В качестве приложения получены продолжения связностей. Результаты технического харак
тера полезны в дифференциальной геометрии и математической физике.
Ашког'з аМгеъз: ЫкиЮ сН Ма1етагюа Арр1юа1а " О . 8ап$опе", \т
Ркепхе, ПаНа.
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